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Wolfsbane Investigations
Discover the essential facts about Marvel Comics' timeless heroes and villains-from Captain America,
Spider-Man, and Iron Man to Thanos, Loki, and Kingpin-with an introduction by the legendary Stan Lee.
This is the "book that mankind has been hungering for," says American comic book writer, editor,
publisher, and producer, Stan Lee, "a book that is-now and forever-a shining beacon of wonder, a titanic
tribute to talent unleashed." With this new edition of DK's best-selling Marvel Encyclopedia, keep up
with the ever-expanding Marvel Universe. Updated and expanded, find out vital information and secret
histories for more than 1,200 Marvel characters-from classics to brand new ones-while getting the
lowdown on recent key events, including Civil War 2, Secret Empire, and Infinity Countdown. From iconic
teams-such as the Avengers, X-Men, and Guardians of the Galaxy-to fan favorites-Black Panther, Deadpool,
and Captain Marvel to rising stars Amadeus Cho, Squirrel Girl and the Exiles-every significant Marvel
character is showcased with the latest comic artwork. Meticulously researched, expertly written, and
stunningly illustrated, the Marvel Encyclopedia boasts newly commissioned cover art by one of Marvel's
hottest up-and-coming talents. This unique, in-depth, and accessible encyclopedia is an indispensable
guide to Marvel Comics that devoted fans and newcomers alike will return to time and again. © 2020
MARVEL
Get books 1-12 in the Reg Rawlins series for one low price! Save $30. A self-professed con artist
practicing as a contact to the dead, a drop-dead gorgeous warlock, and a psychic cat—what could go
wrong? This set includes: What the Cat Knew A Psychic with Catitude A Catastrophic Theft Night of Nine
Tails The Telepathy of Gardens Delusions of the Past Fairy Blade Unmade Web of Nightmares A Whisker's
Breadth Skunk Man Swamp Magic Ain't a Game Without Foresight Get your paws on these twelve books now!
When savage death stalks the British countryside, there's only one man to call...In the aftermath of a
vicious attack, Tara Pride, a young American student, doesn't know where to turn. Terrified and
distraught over the death of her friend, she's convinced this is more than just wild dogs or rabid
animals. So she reaches out to the one man who might believe her-paranormal investigator and Cambridge
professor, Marcus Mortlake. At first glance, Mortlake seems an unlikely candidate to battle the
supernatural considering his eccentric character. But despite his curmudgeonly exterior, Mortlake has
faced evil beyond imagination, and put his life on the line countless times to defend humanity. Now,
Mortlake and Tara find themselves facing a deadly enemy: Rupert Gonfallon, a wealthy and sadistic Lord,
who owns the land where the attack took place. And Mortlake is certain Rupert is connected to a string
of bloody murders. But the truth is even more dangerous than the professor suspects. A pack of savage
killers lurks within the Lord's estate harboring a sinister agenda. Infecting themselves with an ancient
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curse to gain power and strength, these ravenous beasts claim the dark forests as their territory. Now,
their infection is spreading. And unless Mortlake can stop them, the countryside will run red with the
blood of fresh prey...
X-Factor (2005) #233-236, Wolverine (1988) #54
One Thousand Moons
The Complete Collection
True Confections: An Amish Cupcake Cozy Mystery
X-Factor Vol. 9
Dark Solar - Wolfsbane
Managing Death Investigations

UFO2 is the second annual collection of humorous science fiction and fantasy short stories. Inside you'll find: - A golem on an
interstellar cruise ship - Dragon-taunting for fun and profit - Time travel gone really wrong - Cubicle farm wizardry - Alien
behemoths in Central Park
The first book in this USA Today Bestselling series. Middle age was never so much fun - if you don't count the murders. When her
husband of thirty years runs off with a college student named Cherri, Jane Delight returns to Pennsylvania to work in her Amish
sister's cupcake store. Having lost everything in the divorce, Jane now finds herself sharing an apartment with two feisty
octogenarians and their quirky cat. Mr. Crumbles. But there is no time to despair. A man is murdered in the cupcake store, and now
Jane is the prime suspect. Enter brooding detective Damon McCloud, a Scot with a tragic past and a desire for justice. Can Jane
solve the murder, wrangle her new roommates, and stop herself from falling for the detective? Or will she never get her new life on
track? A freebie Book 1 in a delightful cozy mystery series from USA Today best-selling author, Ruth Hartzler.
A large number of poisonous plants have beneficial uses in both domestic medicine and magic. Needless to say, when utilising a toxic
plant in magic, we are adding certain extra deadly or potent energies into the mix and it is inadvisable to start messing about with
deadly poisons unless we’ve made a thorough study of the subject - and not just by glancing at a paragraph in a book on herbal
preparations!
Wrong place. Wrong time. Perfect love. Fate brings two strangers from two different worlds together. Love unites them. Evil tears
them apart.Dinah isn't just any private investigator from the multiverse. She specializes in violent cases across the multiverse, and
she has never lost a case until her best friend becomes the latest victim of a mass murder.The only clue she could find is from Arik, an
Oxford university professor on Earth. The problem is, not only he's human - a complicated kind of creature that she finds hard to
understand - he holds many secrets that put himself and those he loves in danger.She reaches out to him. He agrees to help. She gets
close to the truth behind her friend's death. But she can't solve the case without putting Arik in the crossfire between his haunting
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past and her daunting future.She could walk away from the case, from Arik and the information that a supernatural war is
descending on human kind.But she decides to stay and get involved, knowing that it might be the point of no return to her peaceful
life in a universe faraway from this polluted place called Earth.Shadow of Angels is a romantic urban fantasy volume in the
Crossworld Gateway series, Multiverse Collection. The collection contains a mix of contemporary suspense mystery, magic, space
opera and time travel romance . CROSSWORLD GATEWAY Shadow of Angel OleanderWolfsbaneMaikoa CIRCLE OF FATE Curse
of Soulmate 1. Random Psychic2. Forever Mortal3. Elusive Being4. Imperfect Divine Kiss of Mayhem 1. Light and Shade2. Spells
and Codes3. Blood and Spirit4. Totem of Aries Complete series in the Multiverse Collection Circle of FateShadow of AngelSurge of
MagicSoul of AshesMage of BloodstoneGhost of the Between WorldMore information can be found at http: //dnleo.co
The Kaspers of Denning Place
Marvel Encyclopedia New Edition
X-Factor by Peter David Omnibus Vol. 2
A Science Fiction Romance Fairy Tale
Night Horrors Wolfsbane
Down These Strange Streets
In between jobs and living alone in a quiet village on the Surrey/Sussex border, thirty-year-old Alba White is drifting through life.
When a fairy tale ends up in a bloodbath, virtue rises. Dinah isn't just a private investigator, she solves unthinkable mysteries in the
multiverse, and has never lost a case until her best friend becomes a victim in a series of mass murders. Someone is toying with the human
race and sending threats across the cosmos. Arik, an Oxford professor in mythology, holds the key to several secrets in the multiverse.
When Dinah travels to Earth to seek help from him, they discover one of the secrets he knows could make him the next victim. As the
danger increases, so does their mutual attraction. But fate might have something else in store for them in a twist of a fairy tale. Dark Solar is
an urban fantasy trilogy, full of action, magic, surprises, science and romance.
Following the events of Messiah CompleX, X-Factor Investigations is in shambles. Jamie is a basketcase from his trip to a nightmarish
future, Layla's fate is completely in the air, and Wolfsbane has to leave the team to join X-Force, though none of her friends can know about
it. What will Wolfsbane tell the X-Factor team? What are they going to do about Layla? How is Jamie coping with his guilt? Get onboard
here for X-Factor's brand-new direction! Collects X-Factor #28-32 and X-Factor: The Quick and the Dead.
A collection of urban fantasy stories features tales by Patricia Briggs, Diana Gabaldon, Simon R. Green, S.M. Stirling, and Charlaine Harris
with a new story set in the world of her beloved heroine, Sookie Stackhouse.
Supernatural Suspense with Scary & Horrifying Monsters
Pagan Portals - By Wolfsbane & Mandrake Root
Apricots and Wolfsbane
Lad's Love And Wolfsbane
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Reg Rawlins, Psychic Investigator 1-3
Wolfsbane and Mistletoe
Three delightful cozy mysteries in this USA Today Bestseller. Middle age was never so much fun - if you don't count the murders. When her
husband of thirty years runs off with a college student named Cherri, Jane Delight returns to Pennsylvania to work in her Amish sister's cupcake
store. Having lost everything in the divorce, Jane now finds herself sharing an apartment with two feisty octogenarians and their quirky cat. Mr.
Crumbles. But there is no time to despair. A man is murdered in the cupcake store, and now Jane is the prime suspect. Enter brooding detective
Damon McCloud, a Scot with a tragic past and a desire for justice. Can Jane solve the murder, wrangle her new roommates, and stop herself from
falling for the detective? Or will she never get her new life on track? In this bestselling cozy mystery Box Set: 1. True Confections 2. Previous
Confections 3. Confection is Good for the Soul
NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST • NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A twisting, haunting true-life murder mystery about one of the most
monstrous crimes in American history, from the author of The Lost City of Z. In the 1920s, the richest people per capita in the world were
members of the Osage Nation in Oklahoma. After oil was discovered beneath their land, the Osage rode in chauffeured automobiles, built
mansions, and sent their children to study in Europe. Then, one by one, the Osage began to be killed off. The family of an Osage woman, Mollie
Burkhart, became a prime target. One of her relatives was shot. Another was poisoned. And it was just the beginning, as more and more Osage
were dying under mysterious circumstances, and many of those who dared to investigate the killings were themselves murdered. As the death toll
rose, the newly created FBI took up the case, and the young director, J. Edgar Hoover, turned to a former Texas Ranger named Tom White to try
to unravel the mystery. White put together an undercover team, including a Native American agent who infiltrated the region, and together with
the Osage began to expose one of the most chilling conspiracies in American history.
REALITY BITES Talk radio host and werewolf Kitty Norville has agreed to appear on TV's first all-supernatural reality show. She's expecting
cheesy competitions and manufactured drama starring shapeshifters, vampires, and psychics. But what begins as a publicity stunt will turn into a
fight for her life. The cast members, including Kitty, arrive at the remote mountain lodge where the show is set. As soon as filming starts, violence
erupts and Kitty suspects that the show is a cover for a nefarious plot. Then the cameras stop rolling, cast members start dying, and Kitty realizes
she and her monster housemates are ironically the ultimate prize in a very different game. Stranded with no power, no phones, and no way to
know who can be trusted, she must find a way to defeat the evil closing in . . . before it kills them all.
Lycanthropy is the theme of a special anthology of holiday tales featuring an outstanding collection of werewolf stories by Charlaine Harris, Simon
R. Green, Keri Arthur, Dana Stabenow, Carrie Vaughn, Patricia Briggs, Rob Thurman, and others.
How the Left is Selling a Fake Race War
Operation Devil Horns
Unidentified Funny Objects 2
The Shadow World Of Plants And Their Poisons
X-Factor: The Only Game In Town
Operation Devil Horns delivers a high-impact, true insider account of one of the largest federal takedowns of a criminal gang in U.S. history. The story
follows a four-year investigation that begins in San Francisco and grows to include criminal networks spanning three countries’ borders. Politicians,
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cops, and criminals meet at center stage.
X-Factor 200-203
Relive the gripping, noir-esque launch of Peter David's most memorable concept: X-Factor Investi- gations! Jamie Madrox sets up a detective agency in
the heart of Mutant Town...but with so many duplicates out in the world, who is the real Madrox? Does he even know anymore? Then, when the fallout
from the House of M depowers most of the world's mutants, X-Factor must find answers fast! With Guido, Wolfsbane, Siryn, M and Rictor by his side,
and joined by the stuff -knowing Layla Miller, Madrox must take on the manipulati ve prescient Mr. Tryp's rival group Singularity Investigations,
navigate a superhuman Civil War, learn why the X-Men lied to his team, deal with the unbalanced Quicksilver's new ability to reboot mutant powers for
a price...and discover the deadly traitor in X-Factor's midst! COLLECTING: MADROX 1-5, X-FACTOR (2006) 1-12
‘Russia’s Penal Colony in the Far East: A Translation of Vlas Doroshevich’s “Sakhalin”’ is the first English language translation of the Russian
journalist Vlas Doroshevich’s 1903 account of his visit to tsarist Russia’s largest penal colony, Sakhalin, in the north Pacific. This translation introduces
English-language readers to an important writer and original stylist who defined journalistic practice during the years leading up to the1917 Revolution,
by way of a book which helps explain the causes for that revolution.
The new encyclopædia; or, Universal dictionary ofarts and sciences
Hate Crime Hoax
The Case of the Invisible College and Other Mysteries: Old-Style Mysteries Set Amidst the Dreaming Spires of Oxford
Cozy mysteries
Together Again for the First Time
Wolfsbane - Sweet Poison: Shadow of Angel

SOLVED! The Secret Oxford League of Volunteer Extracurricular Detectives investigates: The Case of the Dangerous Book; The Case
of the Invisible College; The Case of the Shakespearean Super-Chimp; The Case of the Abducted Astrobiologist; The Case of the
Ghost in the Machine; The Case of the Shocking Science Quarterly, and The Case of the Inverted Pyramid. Seven old-style mystery
stories set amidst the dreaming spires of Oxford University.
Is it still possible to fake your own death in the twenty-first century? With six figures of student loan debt, Elizabeth Greenwood was
tempted to find out. So off she sets on a darkly comic foray into the world of death fraud, where for $30,000 a consultant can make you
disappear--but your suspicious insurance company might hire a private detective to dig up your coffin...only to find it filled with rocks.
Greenwood tracks down a British man who staged a kayaking accident and then returned to live in his own house while all his
neighbors thought he was dead. She takes a call from Michael Jackson (no, he's not dead--or so her new acquaintances would have her
believe), stalks message boards for people contemplating pseudocide, and gathers intel on black market morgues in the Philippines,
where she may or may not obtain some fraudulent goodies of her own. Along the way, she learns that love is a much less common
motive than money, and that making your death look like a drowning virtually guarantees that you'll be caught. (Disappearing while
hiking, however, is a way great to go.) Playing Dead is a charmingly bizarre investigation in the vein of Jon Ronson and Mary Roach
into our all-too-human desire to escape from the lives we lead, and the men and women desperate enough to give up their lives--and
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their families--to start again. "Delivers all the lo-fi spy shenanigans and caught-red-handed schadenfreude you're hoping for." --NPR
"A lively romp." --The Boston Globe "Grim fun." --The New York Times "Brilliant topic, absorbing book." --The Seattle Times "The
most literally escapist summer read you could hope for." --The Paris Review
Christmas 1138, a local dignitary is poisoned with one of the herbalist's own concoctions and Brother Cadfael has to defend himself
against charges of murder.
If you believe the news, today's America is plagued by an epidemic of violent hate crimes. But is that really true? In Hoax, Professor
Wilfred Reilly examines over one hundred widely publicized incidents of so-called hate crimes that never actually happened. With a
critical eye and attention to detail, Reilly debunks these fabricated incidents—many of them alleged to have happened on college
campuses—and explores why so many Americans are driven to fake hate crimes. We're not experiencing an epidemic of hate crimes,
Reilly concludes—but we might be experiencing an unprecedented epidemic of hate crime hoaxes.
X-Factor by Peter David
Russia's Penal Colony in the Far East
H. H. Holmes
The True History of the White City Devil
Amish Cupcake Cozy Mystery Box Set Book 1-3
Monk's Hood
Part human, part vampir, the beautiful, stubborn, angry young Princess Serene is a tormented hybrid, her days
and nights controlled by her overprotective parents. When they suddenly insist on an arranged marriage, visions
of a grim future in a loveless pairing with the cold and dominating Wolfsbane drive Princess Serene into a
desperate escape. But instead of freedom, the young naive Princess rushes headlong into the clutches of a human
demon whose cruelty and violence threaten to destroy her and her world. The entire vampirii nation is helpless to
rescue her, and war becomes a certainty. Rebellion will lead to many deaths, including those she loves. But to
endure brutality until she can escape might be beyond her abilities. Ultimately, Wolfsbane, her detested
bridegroom, is the one holding the key to save her, if he can. And more, can she be saved?
Get the first three books in the Reg Rawlins series for one low price! A self-professed con artist practicing as a
contact to the dead, a drop dead gorgeous warlock , and a psychic cat - what could go wrong? This set includes: 1.
What the Cat Knew The fortune teller gig started as a scam, but Reg suddenly finds herself tangled up in the case
of Warren Blake, a man who she thought was dead. It turns out he may still be alive, but in mortal peril. 2. A
Psychic with Catitude Reg Rawlins is back in business, asked by Detective Jessup to consult on a missing persons
case. Little does she know that it’s not your average teen runaway or kidnapping. There is something strange
going on and time is running out for the teen. 3. A Catastrophic Theft Reg's relationship with Sarah, who has been
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her loyal friend and protector since she arrived becomes strained when Sarah’s precious emerald necklace
disappears. There is no shortage of suspects, with Reg herself at the front of the line. Get your paws on these
three books now!
The hugely popular early chapter book series re-emerges -- now in e-book! The new director at Camp Lone Wolf
seems like a nice guy. But when the kids learn the legend of a local boy who disappeared and the wolf that prowls
the campgrounds howling in the night, they start to wonder if Camp Lone Wolf is more than just a name. Mr.
Jenkins is covered in hair, eats his meat almost raw, and has an obsession with wolves. But could he really be a
werewolf?
Collecting New Mutants: Dead Souls #1-6. They arent the X-Men-in-training anymore! The New Mutants are
launching themselves headfirst into some of the creepiest corners of the Marvel Universe, going on the missions
no one else will. But does they know what theyre really hunting for? The enigmatic Magik leads Wolfsbane,
Rictor, Boom-Boom and Strong Guy into battle with paranormal threats that might just tear them apart! Braving
an Arctic research base where everyone has mysteriously died! Helping a scared boy alone in the woods!
Attempting to save a crashing plane with the passengers trying to stop them! Breaking into Doctor Stranges
Sanctum Sanctorum! And attending a funeral for one of their own! All the while, the New Mutants wonder what
their true mission is  and what they finally discover will shake them to their core!
Invisible Woman Has Vanished
Reg Rawlins, Psychic Investigator 1-12
Wolfsbane
The Complete Collection Volume 1
Killers of the Flower Moon
Werewolves Don't Go To Summer Camp (Adventures of the Bailey School Kids #2)

On July 6th, 1989, Isaac Ruhdel, an eccentric, recluse, multi-millionaire, was reportedly killed by an aberrant lightning bolt during a
Nor'easter. He willed all of his liquid assets and properties to a robustly handsome, young chemist, named Chris A. Laude. Well all
but one property-Ruhdel's home-a mansion at 55 King Street, which, for the next ten years, went unclaimed, and fell into such a state
of disrepair, that the Weehawken City Council moved to have the dwelling (locally known as "Weehawken's Haunted House")
demolished. During the demolition, 25 skeletons-all of young men between the ages of 12 and 18-were discovered. According to the
coroner, Doctor C. Malcolm Gibbs, some had been there only a few months; others for the better part of a decade. Michael Kasper,
the inarguably handsome, local, TV news reporter and anchorman for Channel 12, WPIC, would begin his 6 and 10 p.m. newscasts
tonight, December 20th, 1999 -ironically during the height of the festive Christmas season-with these unanswered questions: Was the
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house at 55 King Street really haunted? How could 25 young men disappear and go unnoticed from the community? Was this the
work of a serial killer? Why only young male adolescents and teenagers? Were the victims possibly gay? Was the Killer possibly
gay...Or were these hate crimes? Michael Kasper would conclude his TV newscast thusly: "Do we have a devious, dangerous,
pervert, mass-murderer in our midst?" To come up with answers to these questions, Michael enlists the aide of his effortlessly sexy
partner of 14 years, Allen Deur-Kasper ("Baby Bear")-and their canine companions: Spot, Michael's Dalmatian, with an inflated
sense of his place in the universe; and Spotless, Allen's Westie, who is simply "always too exhausted" to care. Because of Michael's
position as an investigative reporter, and Allen's position as Chief Research Librarian at the Weehawken Free Public Library, they
are a perfect complement to the accompanying posse of colorful, multi-dimensional characters, who join the investigation and propel
this rousing tale: Detective Dan J. Becky, whose incessant appetite for the truth is only exceeded by his appetite for food; Chief
Librarian Clara Haupt, Allen's brilliant, quasi-alcoholic, (probably lesbian), uber-liberal boss; Maxwell Bane from Ukraine, an
expert on weirwolves and wolfsbane; Rupram Chakraborty, the Hindu Yoga master; Sason Tanof, the Bengal Tiger; Little Terry
Bridgedale, the 12 year old abductee, who's only just discovered how to make "white stuff;" Frank DeCarpo, Weehawken Turtles star
shortstop, who escapes to tell the tale of his abduction; Old Mr. Sal DeRauchi, driver of the dung wagon at the zoo; and even the
local butcher..."You can't beat Warfield's Meat!" They (along with the good citizens of Weehawken, the Mayor, the Police Chief, and
the Fire Chief) encounter and confront: demonic possession, reincarnation, murder, vampirism, criminal abductions, poisonous
monkshood, death by exsanguination, exhumations, identities obscured by anagrams, and a dungeon jail-hidden beneath an
extravagant display of wealth and opulence! It's a page-turning tale of the supernatural, with a suspenseful build-up to a mysterious
ending.
Charlaine Harris, Keri Arthur and Patricia Briggs bring you a Christmas present to remember! We all know the holiday season can
bring out the beast in anyone - but it's especially hard if you're a lycanthrope! Gathered here together is a veritable feast of fears and
tears: fifteen of the scariest, saddest, funniest werewolf tales, by an outstanding pack of authors, best read by the light of the full
moon, and with a silver bullet close at hand. In 'Gift Wrap', Sookie Stackhouse is feeling mighty sorry for herself, all alone for
Christmas - until she meets someone with bigger problems than loneliness ... Patricia Briggs gives us the story of lone wolf David
Christiansen, who needs to mend fences with his daughter, before it's too late. In 'Christmas Past', Keri Arthur tells the tale of
Hannah, who gets an unmerry and potentially life-threatening Christmas present when the hunky werewolf who dumped her last
Christmas Eve turns up as her partner on the hunt for a vampire serial killer. All these and more feature in WOLFSBANE AND
MISTLETOE, the perfect antidote to Christmas mawkishness!
America's first and most notorious serial killer and his diabolical killing spree during the 1893 World's Fair in Chicago, now
updated with a new afterword discussing Holmes' exhumation on American Ripper. H. H. Holmes: The True History of the White
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City Devil is the first truly comprehensive book examining the life and career of a murderer who has become one of America’s great
supervillains. It reveals not only the true story but how the legend evolved, taking advantage of hundreds of primary sources that
have never been examined before, including legal documents, letters, articles, and records that have been buried in archives for more
than a century. Though Holmes has become just as famous now as he was in 1895, a deep analysis of contemporary materials makes
very clear how much of the story as we know came from reporters who were nowhere near the action, a dangerously unqualified new
police chief, and, not least, lies invented by Holmes himself. Selzer has unearthed tons of stunning new data about Holmes, weaving
together turn-of-the-century America, the killer’s background, and the wild cast of characters who circulated in and about the
famous “castle” building. This book will be the first truly accurate account of what really happened in Holmes’s castle of horror,
and now includes an afterword detailing the author's participation in Holmes' exhumation on the TV series, American Ripper.
Exhaustively researched and painstakingly brought to life, H. H. Holmes will be an invaluable companion to the upcoming Martin
Scorsese and Leonardo DiCaprio movie about Holmes’s murder spree based on Erik Larson’s The Devil in the White City.
Peter David reinvents X-Factor -- again! Jamie Madrox has become a private eye. But with so many of his duplicates out in the
world, is an identity crisis imminent? X-Factor Investigations recruits Guido, Wolfsbane, Siryn, M and Rictor -- plus Layla Miller,
who knows stuff! But can the team help mutantkind navigate M-Day and deal with their unbalanced former ally Quicksilver? XFactor butts heads with Singularity Investigations, X-Cell, the Isolationist and more. But what happens when two of Madrox's dupes
want their own lives -- and when Jamie and Layla are thrown into the future? With Mutant Town under siege, Skrulls running
rampant, personal problems tearing the team apart and a major change for Siryn, can X-Factor survive? COLLECTING: Madrox
(2004) 1-5; X-Factor (2005) 1-20, 21-24 (A stories), 25-39; X-Factor: The Quick and the Dead One-Shot (2008); X-Factor Special:
Layla Miller One-Shot (2008); She-Hulk (2005) 31
Kitty's House of Horrors
A Translation of Vlas Doroshevich's "Sakhalin"
The Takedown of MS-13 in San Francisco
X-Factor Vol. 16
Free Cozy Mystery
Medical Investigator

After a painful divorce, Joanna Corcoran moves with her six-year-old daughter to a country town in Western
Australia to teach in the local high school. There, she meets farmer Chris Youngman, and the two fall in love. But
when a local builder is found dead by poisoning, a police investigation ensues. Chris suddenly seems cold and
distant, and Joanna soon learns shocking secrets of his past. As more secrets surface about the people around her,
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Joanna takes matters into her own hands and decided to find the killer - no matter the danger. But can she find
the killer in time?
And the Case of Weehawken's Haunted House
X-Factor Vol. 5
A Journey Through the World of Death Fraud
The Only Game In Town
A Paranormal & Cat Cozy Mystery Series
Sacrifice of the Hybrid Princess
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